**Positron** w/4W MR16 LED
POSI-L427-WB (list price $87.00)
POSI-L430-WB (list price $87.00)
One of the most resourceful fixtures in the Elements line, the Positron is pre-lamped and pre-staked for quick installation. Its sleek lines and rotatable shroud make the Positron an essential fixture when lighting palms, trees, columns or other tall structures.

**Radiance** w/2W T3 LED
RADI-L227-WB (list price $131.00)
RADI-L230-WB (list price $131.00)
The Radiance mini wall washer is a powerful fixture. The compact design is perfect for adding light to small spaces. The Radiance is pre-lamped and pre-staked for quick installation.

**Ion** w/1W T3 LED
ION-L127-WB (list price $89.00)
ION-L130-WB (list price $89.00)
Perfect for grazing niche surface areas, the Ion offers a half dome shroud directing parallel light output while concealing all mounting hardware. Its frosted lens softens the beam spread to create a warm glow while still powerful enough to provide safety and security.

**Fission** w/1W T3 LED
FISS-L127-WB (list price $122.00)
FISS-L130-WB (list price $122.00)
Simple, yet elegant, the Fission offers soft level lighting. The frosted cylindrical lens minimizes glare while providing sufficient light to cast soft glows on any path or walking area. Ideal for walkways, the Fission is also perfect for when planter areas need lighting.
**Positron w/4W MR16 LED**
- Brass die-cast body
- Brass threads molded in stake
- FLEX GOLD™ Series LED E-4watt lamp included
- Product ships lamped and staked (Ready to install)
- 15’ 18/2 wire with 1’ FLEX auxiliary lead

**Radiance w/2W T3 LED**
- Brass die-cast body
- Brass threads molded in stake
- FLEX GOLD™ Series LED 2watt lamp included
- Product ships lamped and staked (Ready to install)
- 15’ 18/2 wire with 1’ FLEX auxiliary lead

**Ion w/1W T3 LED**
- Brass die-cast body
- FLEX GOLD™ Series LED 1 watt MICRO included
- 15’ 18/2 wire with 1’ FLEX auxiliary lead

**Fission w/1W T3 LED**
- Brass stem, shroud and collar
- Frosted borosilicate glass lens
- Brass threads molded in stake
- FLEX GOLD™ Series LED 1 watt MICRO included
- 15’ 18/2 wire with 1’ FLEX auxiliary lead

A UNIQUE LIGHTING SYSTEMS® SOLUTION